SUSPENSION OF FILING DEADLINES

Many of the Commission’s regular services have been unavailable or unsupported during the past few weeks due to a lapse in appropriations. Among other things, the Commission’s filing window, mail operations, and electronic filing systems have been unavailable or unsupported except for filings necessary for the protection of life and property and filings related to spectrum auction activities authorized by section 309(j) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. § 309(j), including the broadcast incentive auction.

By Public Notice issued on January 2, 2019, the Commission announced that all filings that would have been due during the suspension of operations would become due on the business day following the resumption of normal operations. By this Public Notice, we are now further extending such deadlines by one additional day. Thus, deadlines for all filings that would have been due from January 3, 2019, through January 29, 2019, are now extended until January 30, 2019. We hereby waive the Commission’s rules to the extent necessary to effectuate this extension. This extension of filing deadlines does not apply to filings in the Network Outage Reporting System and Disaster Information Reporting System or to filings related to spectrum auction activities authorized by section 309(j), including the broadcast incentive auction.

Special Temporary Authority (STA). Any STAs that would have expired from January 3, 2019, through January 29, 2019, are extended until January 30, 2019, except to the extent that such STAs relate to the post-incentive auction transition or other activities authorized under section 309(j).

The Commission will soon issue further guidance on revised filing deadlines. We ask parties to refrain from submitting filings seeking additional relief from filing deadlines until they have reviewed the further guidance that the agency will be issuing.
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